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BEAGLE HOUND
— English fox-hound
in miniature. Solid and big for his inches,
true beagle has the long-wearing look of
the hound that can last in the chase. One
of oldest breeds in history. U.S. standards
specify 15 inches maximum height.

He’s giving his
nerves a rest...
DOG’S nervous system is just as complex as your own.
His reactions are lightning-quick. But when his
nerves need a rest, he stops—relaxes. We often neglect
our nerves. We press on heedless of nerve tension. Take
a lesson from the dog’s instinct for protection. Ease up
—rest your nerves. Let up— light up a Camel. Keeping
Camels at hand provides a delightfully pleasant way of
giving your nerves a rest. Often through the day, enjoy
Camel’s ripe. expensive tobaccos. Smokers find Camel’s

and

4) is he
—

costlier tobaccos so soothing to the nerves.

People who know the sheer joy
of an active, effective life say:

“Let up—light up a Camel!”
COVERING TRIALS,
ACCIDENTS, sports
puts a big strain on the
nerves of Western Union
telegrapher, George Errickson. “I avoid getting

my nerves tense, upset,”
says operator Errickson.

“T ease off frequently.
to give my nerves a welcome rest. I let up and
light up a Camel.”

Smoke 6 packs of
Camels and find
we

IN THE HEART OF

out why they are

the anew

THE CONGO, Leila Denis
and her explorer husband
filmed Universal Pictures’

epic, “Dark Rapture.” She
=
a)
:
says:
Such ventures can

be quite nerve-straining,
but it’s my rule to pause
frequently.

ao
—that tobacco is “cured” by several
methods —which include air-cured
and flue-cured? Not all cigarettes
can be made from choicest grade

I let up and

tobacco — there isn’t enough! It is

light up a Camel. Camels

important to know that Camels are
a matchless blend of finer, MORE

are so soothing.’
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EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
—
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‘lurkish and Domestic.

Copyright
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R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem

N.C.

Smokers find Camel’s Costlier Tobaceos are Soothing to the Nerves
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A Christmas Story
® By Ambrose Nakao

‘a

We hope that this story will put you in
the mood to enjoy the coming Yuletide
season,

mired by his non-Catholic acquaintances, and

secretly envied by his Catholic friends, George
had climbed the social ladder with a rapidity
at which he himself had often paused to
wonder.

*¢

HRISTMAS eve!” mused George Scranton, as he dug his left hand into his hip
pocket, and bent forward in his arm chair.

But those six years during which he had
avoided his mother, during which he had openly rebuffed his pastor, during which he had

The winter of 1936 was particularly severe.

Snow covered the roofs of houses, buried gardens, carpeted every open space. But George’s

apartments were warm and comfortable. The
bright chandelier, the rich furniture, the potted
plant on the table—all were charmingly reflected in the tall, narrow windows that looked
out on aristocratic N.
Street.

deprived himself of the Sacraments, during
which he had stained and sullied his soul in the
mad courtship of wealth and prestige—those
six guilty years had not brought him happiness.
But George always fought against such
thoughts. He preferred to delude himself. Yet,
somehow, tonight the disturbing thought per-

sisted in his mind.

He mused. Six years ago, he had graduated
with honors from X
University. He had

seen her once in all those six years. About a

become a clerk in the S———— Factory, but the

year ago, news had reached him that she was

His mother must be in misery. He had not

position had not satisfied his ambitious nature.

ill. A month later, his friend, Thomas Hender-

He had sought promotion, but promotion would

son, had whispered to him that she had moved

not come to him unless he secured membership
in the local M.C.Y., a notorious communistic
organization. Would he do it?

to T
, one of the poorest sections of the
town. Suddenly the realization of what those

Six years ago, he had debated that question.
His affrighted Catholic mother had conjured
him to be mindful of his soul. For a while, he
had wavered; then he had determined to abandon the maternal roof. (Mrs. Scranton was a
widow.) All this had happened six years ago,

six years of separation must have meant to her
dawned upon his stricken soul. Surely he had
been a most unnatural son.

It was Christmas eve.

The silent earth,

mantled in snow, seemed expectant as of some
great event—some heroic sacrifice, some longdelayed reconciliation.

on just such a cold, snowy Christmas eve as
George rose from his chair. Almost mechanically, he donned his heavy coat and hat. He put

this.
George was now prosperous. He was adver-

tising agent to the U.

Manufacturers. Ad-

out the light in the room, and stepped out on

the porch. A biting gust of wind flung a huge
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flake of snow into his eye. He pulled his hat
low over his face and descended from the
porch. The snow reached several inches above
his ankles.
He trudged. Why did he not call a taxi? No;
he preferred to walk—he could think better.
The cold penetrated through his shoes and
clothes. The snow whirled in a mad dance
through the air. It flew into his face and blinded
him. But he trudged—on, and yet on.

He left G
Street and was now on
R
Street which would take him direct
to T
. The houses were more scattered.
Not even the snow could hide their squalor.
He paused, trying to recall the address Hender-

son had whispered in his ear. No. 1047 R
Street. Ah, that was it.
He approached a dilapidated cottage, and
peered at the number on the door. No. 1041.
He could not be very far. His heart began

to beat faster. Walking across the yard, he
almost fell over a bush, half-buried in the snow.
He trudged on.

A quarter of an hour later, he stood before
a shabby-looking ruin, left forlorn in the middle

of an abandoned lot. It was No. 1047. He
knocked—knocked again. All was strangely
quiet. A quiet uneasiness came upon him. He

tried the door; it opened at once. Total darkness within. He advanced cautiously. The
ancient boards creaked ominously under his

feet. The short passage-way led him into the
only room in the building. The cold phosphorescence of the snow enabled him to see. I[t was
a bare, unfurnished room, save for a low table

in one corner. A heavy yellow cloth reaching
to the floor on all sides covered it, giving it the

appearance of a coffin. On its top, lay a note,
bearing a feeble scrawl. George picked it up
and read: “I die an atheist.”’ At the same time,
the heavy yellow cloth trembled and auto-

He looked at the clock. Half past eleven. It
was late; but he would go and see his mother.
He must. He rang up the nearest cab-service.
Five minutes? All right. The machine will be
at his door in five minutes.
“Take me to T

=

“Okay, boss.”
George tried to look out of the window, but

it was impossible. The panes were thickly
coated with ice and snow, making them barely
translucent. Only a small fan-shaped portion
of the wind-shield was clear. It looked like
a black hole in the glass through which the
night crept in. The machine stopped. George
gave the driver a half-dollar, and stepped out.

The very house he had seen in his dream
stood before him—
in the middle of the identical

abandoned lot. The similarity almost terrified
him. Only a dream, nothing more, he repeatedly
assured himself.

With a determined effort, he advanced toward the house. As he approached, his eyes

were attracted by a weak yellow light, escaping through the cracks in the much-damaged
shutters of the one front window.
His heart beat so fast that it pained him.

He stood for a moment on the single wooden
step before the door, hesitant. Then he knocked.

Someone stirred. Footsteps approached; they
stopped a few feet from the door. George held
his breath. Then he heard the key turning in
the keyhole. The handle quivered, the door
opened. George saw a pale, emaciated face,
peering searchingly into his eyes. Did she not
recognize him? Nay, but she does!

matically slipped to the floor. And oh, horror!

“Mother!” he cried and threw out his arms.

George saw, peering from beneath the table,
the shrunken features of his dead mother.

“George!”’ she sobbed on his heaving breast.

*

3

s

George opened his eyes and stared wildly.

He looked over her shoulder. Through a dim

His hands clutched the arms of his chair.

mist of tears, he saw, set on the table a wooden

Bathed in cold perspiration, he realized he had
been dreaming. But oh, what a dream he had
dreamt!
|

crucifix between two red candles. That had
been her Christmas tree these six years. It
shall never be so any more!
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For The Last Time
®@ By Donald J. Coan
Being the result of an advanced siege of
senior weeps, this article comprises for
the most part, a tantalizing build-up to
the even more tantalizing pathos of the
third last paragraph.

Eo may seem odd for a senior to start reminiscing in December, but so many things

happen these days that start the train of
memories rolling that it seems perfectly in
place to me. After all, during the four years

we have spent on the campus we have accumulated experiences, witnessed events, suffered
disillusionments, gained successes, and met personalities. Some of them have been passing;
others will live and relive as long as we see or
hear of the University of Dayton. When every
tree and every rock brings back a forgotten

day, an unremembered happening, and a person
now distant, it is pain even to walk on the
campus alone.
Not many weeks ago we were doing things
for the last time. Don’t think they weren’t hard
to take. Today we were at our last Homecoming
bonfire, our last Homecoming game, and then
our last dance. Tomorrow we were at the final
football pep rally, and then that snowy Thanksgiving day when we walked out of the stadium
forever. To me there was a sudden emptiness
about the whole thing. It was almost too fan-

tastic to realize that it has been four years
since we first rushed into the stadium for our
first game as freshmen. It was a night game;
the team and the score are forgotten, but there

lingers that sharp impression. Stalwart Jim
Holstein backing up the lime, “Gentleman Tim”
Wholey at one end and big, tough, rugged Ed
Tuma at the other. Somehow they stand out

above all the rest.
They

We all went down to Cincinnati four years
ago and moaned when the powerful Bearcats
ran roughshod 29 to 0. Remember how the
announcer almost swallowed his tongue when
Zotkiewicz and Petkiewciz went into the game
as substitutions. Tom Ryan should remember
how he and I had to run like blazes for the
train. We had quite a laugh afterwards out of
several faculty members who were racing
through Union Station with us shoulder to

shoulder. Our first Homecoming is almost as
clear as if it happened yesterday. Somehow I
was on the roof of Zehler hall and someone

was holding my heels while I leaned over the
edge and put up signs. We all went into dinner
filthy black from working.

The strange stillness in the dorm as we came
back from Thanksgiving vacation haunts me
yet. Jack Moran, hero of a football game only
a week before, had died. The shock stunned

me, and the thought of it saddened the whole
hall for many a week. Gene May would remember how cold we were when we got on the
stage at Cedarville College for our first road

debate. I still remember how Dr. Wehrle smiled
at me when Gene May filled a glass of water
at our first intercollegiate debate and his hand
shook like a leaf. We won the debate for the
honor of a lady, because one of the opposition

had whisked away Gene’s O.A.0O. while he was
away. Ask your company commander if he remembers the Pershing Rifle Drill Meet at the
University of Kentucky. All the companies

standing at “Present Arms” while the band
played ““My Old Kentucky Home’’; it was more
impressive than the coronation of a king.
The second year is the hardest to recall. The
first year was vivid because of its newness, the
third because of its nearness, but the second has
dimmed away.

all flashed across my mind as I stood

there and listened to the band playing Aloha

The trip to Marshall with Johnny Newsock,

Oe for nineteen seniors. Four years ago. Why
Paul Wagner was afraid he wouldn’t make
the starting line-up. Little did he think then he

Don Kersting, Frank Simmons was a highlight.
The Ohio river was silver by a full Harvest
moon. Johnny will recall how we nearly froze
to death in the rumble seat coming back. Then

would someday wind up in a blaze of glory as
three-time All-Buckeye, the greatest guard in
U. of D. football history. Yes, times have
changed in four years.

the fellow at the wheel fell asleep and we shot
off the road into the bushes. It’s things like

that we don’t soon forget. Winter brought
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basketball, ice skating on the tennis courts, and
our first debate trip. The closest Gene and I
got to home was thirty-five miles away and so
we both called long-distance. At Bluffton we
had to run three miles to a telegraph station

and back to the bus station in twenty-five
minutes. We made it but we went without
supper that night.

Spring brought track and the last Pershing
Drill Meet we would ever get a chance to
participate in. The pioneer track team will
probably choose to forget the trimming we
took from Miami, champs of the Buckeye. Then
we had to come back here and face the fellows.
The third lap of the mile run at- Wittenberg
when that burning, searing pain shot up my

line, 4 seconds to go, a touchdown! Yes, Ohio
game. The scenes in the hall stand out sharply
. .. the fellows saying rosaries all during the
last half . .. then the frenzied bedlam that
broke loose when we scored.

Winter brought a couple of swell private
snow-fights in the Park, exams, and then an-

other debate trip, this time to Michigan and
points north. Gene andI still talk about our
stay at Battle Creek Sanitarium where Gene
was completely fooled by a fried peanut meat
substitute. We often brag that we wore just
about everything we owned on that trip. In
Toledo it was suits, in Detroit it was raincoats
and then shirt sleeves, in Battle Creek it was
overcoats, and finally in Kalamazoo a down-

leg—a pulled tendon . . . Barney Doonan overcoming a 40-yard handicap to win the mile
relay ... Howard Carr almost throwing his

right blizzard. It was here that Gene sprained

arm out winning the javelin . . . It’s all stamped
some place, and someone hasn’t forgotten. The
long trip to Champaign, Illinois, and the University of Illinois for the Drill Meet ... the

carry on at a dance with some of the young

stunned look when we missed first place by

three-fourths of a point ... it was our first
major disappointment and we took it hard.

his ankle in the morning fooling around in the

gym and then after the debate he tried to
ladies from Nazareth College for Women. Gene
was in agony, but I didn’t mind.
The spring of last year is something I’ll always remember but never relate. Came June

and we were sorry for the first time that a
school year was over.

There was the lonely June Jamboree week
when George Myrick and I had an entire floor

Of course the summer brought six weeks at

to ourselves. Bill Schroeder still burns up when

Fort Knox, Kentucky, about which enough
cannot be written, and then September which

he thinks of how we locked him out of his
own room when he was trying to get ready for
a date. All that seems so long ago, and yet we
can remember the exact minute some of those

things happened. It’s fun to think of them, but
it’s no fun to think they won’t happen again.

We were at the half-way mark and little did
we know that the last half was the best and
the fastest. The Junior year I’ll always consider
the best year.

The football season is complete in memory
almost down to the least little detail. Standing
out right now is the Western Reserve game.
Undoubtedly that was the greatest U. of D.

team we have ever seen in action in any particular game. This year’s Marshall game is even
dimmed by comparison. No one will ever forget
the Reidel to Padley combination, the 40-yard
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couldn’t come soon enough. There was so much
to look forward to. Now most of it’s over, and
instead of looking forward to things we’re
looking back on them. June will find us sadder
but wiser. We will never forget you, U. of D.
You have given us four of the richest years of

our lives. They say only a dreamer bemoans the
past that cannot be again. In that case I guess
I’m a dreamer, because I would give anything

I have to live over these four years again. No
changes, no regrets, no alibis. Just live them
over again and take the bitter with the sweet.

Most of the people we have met we will never
see again. That is the hardest part of any parting. Together we have had a wonderful time.

It will be hard to leave in June, but we leave
knowing we have LIVED.

The Sylvian Mystery
® By Jim Martin
Being an hitherto unpublished gem from
the author’s researches in matters of
anatomical controversy, this article originally bore the sonorous title of “The
Lives and Works of the Sylvii on the
Brain, With a Controversial Discussion
Concerning Both.” It fills a long-neglected gap in historical criticism.

FOREWORD
To assail the integrity of an historian is

not usually regarded as treason. In fact,
the average chronicler of any branch of
the saga of humanity is prone to dis-

appointment if his work is taken utterly
at face value and accepted as gospel. A
great deal of the activity of historians
is centered about controversial questions,
such as the one dealing with the number

of unfortunates who went to the block
during the reign of the so-called “Bloody
Mary” in sixteenth-century England. Another much disputed point is the age of
the universe, concerning which there have

HE lobes of man’s cerebrum are divided
into convolutions or “‘gyri,’’ separated from

been myriads of contradicting assertions,
ranging from paltry thousands to dectillions of years, all presumably based on
unimpeachable scientific data; there are

hosts of other instances.
I am fairly certain, therefore, that what
I have written in the paragraphs to follow
will not have the effect of a bomb-shell
upon the learned scribes whose works they
concern. Least of all do I intend a sweeping condemnation of those gentlemen as
intentional falsifiers of the records. My
purpose is merely to illustrate the confusion which must necessarily envelop the
innocent student, who, after referring to
supposedly trustworthy sources, finds no
consistency as regards the birthplaces of

pioneering scientists, no clear-cut and definite account of their achievements and
even the accrediting of their labors to non-

existent individuals. Obviously, then, the
student can hardly be held at fault for
drawing his own

conclusions from the

maze, and adding another bizarre opinion
to those which have preceded.
DuBois has the distinction of being the first
man in Paris to dissect a human corpse, and

each other by fissures or sulci. These are

much of his fame rose out of his introduction of

divided into three groups, the first of which is
known as the lateral sulcus or the fissure of
Slyvius, being named for the anatomist who
discovered it. Research reveals that there were
two anatomists named thus. In both cases

the injection method of dissection, a procedure
by which a dark fluid was placed in the veins

Sylvius is not the actual name, but only the
Latinized form. The individuals were Francois

- to greater facilitate their study. He gained a

great name in his profession and his study of
the brain resulted in the Sylvian fissure, Sylvian
aqueduct, and
in his honor.

Sylvian

artery

being named

de le Boe and Jacques DuBois. The latter lived
earlier than the former, so in this account I

am giving his biography and work on the brain
precedence over the one who lived later.
JACOBUS SYLVIUS (JACQUES DUBOIS)

Despite the scientific brilliance attached to
him as an historical personage, DuBois presents
a unique example of invincible ignorance. It
seems that he was an almost fanatical disciple
of Galen, an anatomist who preceded him.

Jacques DuBois was born in Amiens, France,
in 1478. He early devoted himself to mathematics, the learned languages, and it was not
until he reached middle age that he turned to

Galen appears to have laid down certain
theories, which were accepted by anatomists

the study of medicine, and it is in that field

and regarded the Galenian theories as immutable, regardless of any subsequent discovery

that he made achievements which gave him

a niche in history. He entered the University
of Paris at the age of fifty-one. In later years
he taught anatomy there and also at the college
of Treguier.

as indisputable. DuBois and a great many of
his associates carried this belief to extremes

to the contrary.
One of DuBois’ proteges at Paris, named

Andre Vesale or Andreas Vesalius, was not
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inclined to accept Galen’s thigh-bone theory,

cal school of anatomy, since he originated the

which stated the femur to be curved instead of
straight. While conducting research under the
tutelage of DuBois, Vesalius published a thesis,
which gave the curvature of Galen its death-

teaching that all life processes are regulated
by so-called animal and vital spirits. These in
turn he referred back to the highly rarefied and
volatile fluids that are given off by the blood

blow, and proved quite conclusively that the

or manufactured by the brain. He held the

femur was straight. He was the object of much

criticism and was bitterly ridiculed by his

theory that if these fluids are not in ideal condition, certain acid or alkaline acrimonies make

teacher, Sylvius. Later, Vesalius was entirely

their appearance in the blood and result in

vindicated and the Galenian thigh-bone theory

disease.

discarded. But so great was the opprobrium

heaped upon DuBois’ pupil that he was disillusioned and retired from active work, taking

Le Boe died in 1672, at the age of fifty-eight.
x

*

*

‘

up the routine duties of court physician to the

As will be noted in the foregoing biographies,

King of France. His discovery was afterwards

the only apparent irregularity is that both

recognized, and he was called to the chair of
medicine at Leyden University, but died before

Sylvius DuBois and Sylvius de le Boe are alleged to have discovered the fissure of Sylvius.
Further investigation of the annals of medicine
however, brings to light several interesting

he could accept the honor, ‘“‘a sad, and a lonely
man.”’

and indeed bewildering conflicts.

DuBois died in Paris, January 14, 1555.

FRANCOIS DE LE BOE (FRANCESCUS
SYLVIUS)
Francois de le Boe, the first of a most illustrious triumvirate of German physicians during
the latter part of the seventeenth century (he

was

followed

by

Frederich

Hoffman

In the first place, historians are divided in
their statements of the birthplace of Le Boe.
Mr. Buck, in his monumental work, ‘“‘The
Growth of Medicine from the Earliest Times to
about 1800,” remarks positively that he was
born in Hanau, Prussia, of Dutch parentage,

and

while Dr. Oliver’s ‘Stalkers of Pestilence’’

George Stahl) was born in Hanau, Prussia, in

supports the unqualified belief that Le Boe was

1614. His parents belonged to the nobility, were
wealthy and were able to give their son oppor-

a member of a French family settled in Holland.

tunity for acquiring an excellent education.
Le Boe first received thorough training in the
classics and philosophy, then attended in turn
all the leading universities in Holland, France
and Germany. He won his Doctor’s degree in
Basel, Switzerland, in 1637.

The two men lived over half a century apart,
DuBois having been dead fifty-nine years when
Le Boe was born. I may be wrong, but since the
work of both was almost exactly parallel, and
since one reference states that both taught,
studied, and were at one time Deans of Medicine at Leyden,
I hold that there was in actuality
but one Sylvius for this reason: in French, the

Devoting himself to the practice of his profession after 1637, Le Boe worked first in his
native city then in Leyden and Amsterdam. In

1660 he accepted an invitation to occupy the
chair of medicine at Leyden, which position he
held until his death.
Le Boe’s work on the brain included a description of the dura mater, the hard, tough,
membrane of the outer part of the brain, the

preposition and pronoun “de” and “‘le’’ contract into “du,’”’ and it seems wholly possible
that in being handed down through the centuries, and translated into half a dozen different
languages, the last names Bois and Boe with
its umlaut over the ‘‘e’ may have been corrupted from the name of one man. If this

conclusion is correct, then it conforms to an

shape of the lateral ventricles, the corpora

indictment of historians as being more than
a little muddled over this case. On the other

quadrigemina, and their union with the pineal
gland. He is also credited with the discovery

hand, in some instances, the article in Boe’s
name is “la,” and in this case, as it denotes the

of the Sylvian fissure of the brain.

feminine, “de plus la’’ do not contract.

To Le Boe is due the establishment of the
modern system of bedside clinical teaching. He
is most noted as the founder of the iatrochemi-

In addition to being credited with the discovery of the Sylvian fissure and artery, DuBois is
also said to have made the contribution of the
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aqueduct of the brain. Dr. Cumston, however,
gives this accomplishment to J. Casserius (lived
1561-1616) who “was the first to make any real
progress in the anatomy of the brain, describing
the arachnoid, corpus callosum and cul-de-sac
of the lateral ventricles, pineal gland, aque-

duct of Sylvius and the optic thalamus. One

ence to DuBois as the discoverer of the Sylvian
fissure, and Britannica is devoid of any reference whatsoever, to either Sylvius as such or
under their proper surnames.

The

one

department

in

which

all

the

“discovered,” but I believe that that is Dr.
Cumston’s point, since in other passages he
uses the terms interchangeably. But don’t ask
me why it is then called the Aqueduct of

chroniclers are fairly unanimous is in the matter
of dates. Yet Dr. Oliver insults our intelligence
when he would have us believe that, if, as he
says, Vesalius was the pupil of Le Boe, the
latter must have been an highly gifted person
to be teaching anatomy fifty years before his
(Le Boe’s) birth! Yet that is the only con-

Sylvius!

clusion if one considers that Vesalius died in

immediately questions the meaning of the
word “described” in this assertion, as indicating

Our argument that history has been inauthentic is clinched in Dr. Wade’s book. In his
Index, he lists but one Sylvius, with two references to him,-so we gather that they concern
the same man. In the first reference, Oliver
mentions that Sylvius was much enraged by the
action of his pupil, Vesalius, who had written a
treatise declaring the human thigh-bone to be
straight instead of curved as taught by Galen.
In the other, he gives a sketch of the life of
Sylvius, there stating his name to be De la Boe
and that he lived from 1614 to 1672. Dr. Buck
says that Vesalius was instructed by Jacques
DuBois of Paris.
In questioning the accuracy of historians on
the Sylvian question, I wish to point out that
the two leading encyclopedia, Britannica and

1564, and Le Boe first saw the light of day in
1614. And even if it were possible, the odds
are against it, since Vesalius, long before his
death, had abandoned his researches and was
serving as court physician to King Charles of
France.
In conclusion, so as to close on a more harmonious note, let it be said that the Sylvian
question is admirably handled by Stillman in
”?
his “Story of Earlier Chemistry,” which, while
corroborating other evidence in the nature of
dates (with the exception of one, in which

Sylvius is said to have been placed in the Chair
of Practical Medicine in 1658 instead of the
widely accepted 1660), refers to Jacobus
Sylvius as Jacques DuBois or de la Boe; in
other words as one and the same man, who lived

from 1614 to 1672.

Americana are universally regarded as highly
scientifically authoritative. It is nevertheless

true that, while the Americana contains a refer-

Stillman thus testifies to my preceding linguistic analogy.

THE MASTER
I have painted much and fair;
And I have seen creations rare.
But more than chisel, brush, all art,

The works of God enthrall my heart.
' I cried like Moses’ sculptor, “Speak!”
When Fall took canvas—Vain, I seek.
My leaves I paint with oil and brush,
But only God makes trees to blush.

—CLARENCE WILKINS.
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On Being Short
@ By Wayne Liston
Though he convincingly bemoans the
disadvantages of lack of physical stature
in such all-important situations as blind
dates, and street-fights, this newly discovered essayist doesn’t care if you
sympathize with him or not. He seems
to have adapted himself to a condition
which, after all, is well-nigh irremediable.

D to make it appear a B. I usually fall for their
sales talk, since they are rather honest looking

fellows as a lot. After wearing the shoes a short
while I take up some of the excess room with
an insole. Pajamas are another hoodoo. The
smallest size in men’s is too large while the
largest size in boy’s is too small. In the future
I think I shall wear night-shirts. Shirts also give
me considerable trouble. After hearing my

bral AVE you ever watched a tall, dark, handsome individual striding down the street
and noticed with envious eyes as the girls turned

request for a size 1414 neck and 2 sleeve the
clerk will go into consultation with the manager
and then both will profusely assure me that

to mark his progress? This person is an example
of my ideal, but look at me—I am a pee-wee.

these men J purchase the shirt and hope that

I have encountered all the trials and tribulations

that go hand in hand with my height, or I should
say lack of height. I have tried everything that
might conceivably lengthen my body. Carrots

3 is the smallest sleeve made. Hating to dispute
the sleeve will shrink at the first laundering.
In neck-ties my preference runs to stripes as
they make me appear taller. Suits are another

problem. The style and cut must be just so or

did not seem to help much, and “Wheaties, the
breakfast of champions,” proved to be little
more than useless. I abandoned all other

else they serve only to accentuate my shortness.
The two things that give me no trouble are

growth stimulators, one by one, after futile
attempts to produce the results guaranteed on
the box or package. Some say I am tall enough
because my feet touch the ground. Others, who
say it is nice to be short, are rather indefinite
as to their reasons why. Having become resigned to my fate, I have set about to make the
best of it. For like everything else, short height
has advantages and disadvantages.

might own a clothing shop of my own and
carry a stock for short men, thus forever end-

One thing that continualy irks me is to have
some person call on me to retrieve an article

that has fallen into some place far too small for
him to enter. Such requests usually come when
I am most assiduously engaged in doing nothing,
and I hate very much to be disturbed. I have
spent much of my valuable time crawling into
small holes and crevices after articles, valuable
and worthless alike. Some day I shall take time

off from doing nothing and invent a machine
to retrieve anything that is lost.

In purchasing clothing I have unlimited difficulty in finding apparel to meet my requirements. Shoes give me the most trouble. I require a size 8-A,

socks and handkerchiefs. Some times I wish I

ing that reply I hear so much when shopping:
“T am sorry that we haven’t your size, but we
should be glad to order it for you.”
This lack of height is rather embarrassing at
times. For instance, it is difficult, to say the
least, to look a person straight in the eyes when
you reach only to his shoulder. In the matter of

girls, also shortness has its complications. I
dread a blind date for fear the girl will be
taller than I. Whenever a person suggests a
date with a stranger, I immediately inquire as
to the girl’s height even before asking about her

pulchritude. I hate to ask a girl to wear low
heels, but on occasions I have even resorted to
this. On crowded sidewalks I encounter further
difficulties. I always get shoved around as no
one bothers to avoid hitting me. In such a place
my walk resembles closely that of an inebriate,
as I am shunted from one person to another.
I have often prayed fervently that I might some
day be big enough to avenge some of these

imagined wrongs.

and the clerk invariably

attempts to sell me a size 714-C or D, as 8-A

I cannot see at a parade or street fight unless

is an uncommon size and not stocked heavily.
One clerk even went so far as to ink a line ina

I am on the front line. This is a wonderful place
to see, but complications arise even here. At a
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parade the crowd surges forward and pushes

have very far to fall or to get up. I can fit com-

me out of line. The cop pushes me back and
often emphasizes his argument with a tap of
his night-stick on my shins. The crowd is persistent, and so is the cop with the result that
my shins are rather battered after such en-

fortably in a pullman berth, a bus seat, or a

counters. At a street fight the same thing happens, only here I must guard against the flying
fists of the contestants. I consider myself very
lucky to escape from such meetings with only
minor injuries.
Perhaps by now you think that there is noth-

ing good about shortness. If you do, you are
sadly mistaken, for like anything else, being

short has a good as well as a bad side. For
instance I do not have to back up to a door
because my feet are too long. Also I do not

theatre seat. Sometimes I cannot reach the foot-

rest in the two, but this is a minor difficulty
and does not bother me much. I can fit in the
modern bath-tubs with the greatest of ease.
This is a definite asset, as I do not have to bathe
on the installment plan as do some of my

elongated acquaintances. I can walk through
door-ways, under awnings, and up stairways
without ducking. In this way I can conserve a
great deal of energy. These with a few others
are the assets of shortness. After this somewhat

lengthy discourse I still do not know your
opinion of this matter. Whatever it is will not
bother me in the least, for I maintain and
always shall that: Good things come in small

bundles.

CHRISTMAS
Christmastide!
Snow-clad and holly-clad
With solemn hearts and glad
We hail thee, bride!
Christmastide!
Raise thy veil of ice,

And let thy breath and spice
Waft gently, bride!
Christmastide!
More delicate than a dove!
Too fair art thou to love,

O virgin bride!
Christmastide!
What are songs to thee?

When angel psalms ring free
Around thee, bride!
Christmastide!

The gifts, our hand it brings—
What are they when three kings
Adore thee, bride?
Christmastide!
No songs we sing,
No gifts we bring,
Have mercy, bride!
Christmastide!
We bring our hope and fears,
Our faithful love and tears—

Accept, O holy bride!
—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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Lynching—American-style Pogrom:
Federal Legislation Urgent Need

Don Coan
Alma Braun

have been kept, from 1882, there have been a
grand total of 5,112 mob-killings in the United
States, with 3,657 blacks and 1,455 whites as
victims. In 1937, eight lynchings occurred.

While the American ambassador to Berlin
was being recalled, and numerous prominent
statesmen, churchmen, and others were jumping on the anti-Nazi bandwagon with great
gusto and assailing the intensified persecution
of German Jews as “barbarous, brutal, inhuman and un-Christian,”’ there was being
enacted down in Wiggins, Mississippi, a sordid
little drama concerning America’s own minority problem, which projected a somewhat ironic
note into our very righteous indignation at the

indignities visited

upon

German Jewry

by

Nazis. According to a United Press dispatch of
November 22, “Sheriff S. C. Hinton said today
that a volunteer posse ‘just quietly hung’ Walter McGowan, a 24-year-old Negro suspected
of having attacked a white woman.” The neck-

tie party took place when the sheriff had
absented himself from the posse in order to
investigate a report that McGowan was working in a nearby sawmill. On his return, he found
the body hanging from a tree. True to form, a
coroner’s jury decided McGowan had “died
at the hands of persons unknown.”

The greatest difficulty in eliminating lynching is the refusal of many people to regard it
as a criminal method of procedure. One recalls
the successful filibuster of the Southern senators to prevent enactment of a federal antilynch law, and many States have failed to legislate against it. Hard-headed Southerners view
lynching as the lesser of two evils toward
keeping the Negro in his place, and seek to
justify it by claiming that mobs are usually
incited by sex-crimes. That this is a specious
argument is clear when one considers that all of
the recorded lynchings of Negroes, less than
one-sixth were accused of rape. Besides, the
color line is not adhered to, for whites are

frequent lynch-victims. Excuses like the above
are mere attempts to dodge the real condition
behind every lynching: the debasement of citizenship, crucifixion of justice and democratic

government, prostitution of public officials (in
the case first cited,
the worthy sheriff
when the hanging
praved behavior of

how conveniently, perhaps,
managed to be elsewhere
took place!) and the demob-members.

The comparison is perhaps inapt. Mob violence does not necessarily fall in the same
category with government-inspired pogroms’.
Nevertheless, it is little short of criminal negligence which has allowed lynch law to assume
the status of an institution in this country,
and it is high time that we put our own house

record in this country raises serious doubts to
the currently voiced contention that we are
more civilized than the Nazis. The states of

in order before getting into such a dither over

former saw 591 lynchings, of which 44 involved

far-removed European troubles. Since records
* Facts and statistics cited herein may be verified by
reference to Frank Shay, “Judge Lynch—his first Hundred

Years,” Ives Washburn, N. Y., 1938.
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A peek into the details of Judge Lynch’s

Mississippi and Georgia head the list on the
roll

of lynch-dishonors.

Through

1937,

the

whites. Mississippi’s mobs are responsive, easy
to rouse, and unusually large, though on occasions (1934), as few as four persons can successfully conduct a lynching, especially if the vic-

tim is a Negro aged 70, who has merely “talked

disrespecfully”’ to his white landlord. Six of the
Buzzard State (Georgia) Negro victims were
women. One was Mary Turner, whose killing
brought forth one of the most gruesome ex-

pressions of bestiality recorded in modern times.
Of the Negroes executed by Georgian mobs, two
were lynched for no reason at all, ten were
killed for offenses unknown and unrecorded,
and 61 lynch-victims were unknown in the
communities in which their bodies were found.
Negroes have been lynched in Georgia because

they were unpopular, for throwing stones, and
for window-peeping. In Salt City, in 1917, two
were lynched for disputing a white man’s word.
Going farther down the roster of states,
Florida has contributed 290, and Tennessee,
275 victims to Judge Lynch’s farcial kangaroo
court. In lynchings since the Armistice, Florida
securely occupies third place, 68 persons being

lynched in that period. Of these 28 were shot,
18 hanged, seven burned, four drowned, and
one beaten to death. The cities of Ocala and

Tampa are tied for the state lead with nine
victims each. Tennessee mobs have had 21
double, and five triple lynchings; 18 persons
have been lynched since 1918. Lynchings have
been well distributed throughout the state,
though a small town, Tiptonville, boasts the
record of 12 victims; Memphis has five, Nashville, three.
Of the four states whose lynch records have
been briefly sketched, only Georgia has any
legislation aimed at prevention. Lynching is
by no means a Southern phenomena, there
being only four New England states without

recorded mob-killings. Even Ohio has 28 shameful entries on the grisly balance-sheet, one having been made as late as 1932. Two means
suggest themselves for stamping out the collective cruelty which continues to make laughingstock of American justice. First, since public

opinion fails to curb the mob-spirit, more dependence must be placed on courageous, con-

scientious peace officers, who will do their
duty of keeping prisoners in custody, even if it
involves shooting mob-members, since that is
the most effective means of establishing the
principle. Further efforts should be made toward Federal legislation, providing for prosecution both of lynchers, and officers who sur-

render without resistance, thereby becoming
parties to the crime.

ernment on the U. D. campus, as outlined in

my editorial in the November EXPONENT.
Though our discussion of the matter could
easily have been carried on privately, you have
chosen to make it a public issue, so I am taking

this opportunity to reply.
I feel that Messrs. Walter Steffen and Donald
Coan, the authors of said remarks, insofar as
they are nominally members of the EXPONENT

staff, have been guilty of a flagrant breach of
professional ethics, as well as being afflicted
with a deplorable case of split loyalty, in thus

using another publication to flout openly this
magazine’s editorial policy. Beyond that, it is

obvious that these individuals are sadly deficient in general discipline.
I must reiterate, despite the Steffen-Coan
observations to the contrary, that I am still
inclined to view as subversive in nature, any
movement toward wresting powers from the
University of Dayton administration through
some form of student government. Mr. Steffen’s
assertion that giving students a little more control over student activities “should materially
lessen the burden resting upon the shoulders of

the administration,” clearly indicates his subtly
revolutionary tendencies. Far from “lessening
the burden,”’ student government would only
serve to heighten. and expand administrative
responsibilities. And Mr. Coan’s yearning to be
able “‘to turn the other cheek with some dignity”
indicates his resentment of the dicta of rightful
authority, which cannot be too rigidly condemned.
But perhaps both gentlemen are

blinded by a vision of empire! It is my belief
that both Steffen and Coan are engaging, perhaps unwittingly, in a campaign to spawn discontent and distrust of the university adminis- .
tration among the student body.
Tried and tested principles, however, are

sometimes hard to swallow, especially to persons like Messrs. Steffen and Coan who seem
to consider themselves endowed with a celestial mission to right imagined wrongs. They are

probably sincere. Whether they also have the
courage of their conviction shall soon be apparent, for I do hereby challenge the News, and
Messrs. Steffen and Coan particularly, to trans-

late their trite sentiments into action and proceed to sponsor the “Class of ’39” attempt at
forming a student council. Should they vindicate themselves by producing an effective
organization, I shall be the first to acknowledge
error and recognize their achievement.

OPEN LETTER TO
THE U. D. NEWS
Gentlemen:
In your edition under date of December 2,

you have published various remarks attacking
me personally and differing with views on
the possibility and desirablity of student gov-

But if the News, in seeking to avoid further
embarrassment, and repenting of its impetuosity, chooses to forget the matter, I shall be
most happy to have been instrumental in diverting its well-meaning, if badly conceived, ener-

gies from dangerous channels.
(Signed) JIM MARTIN.
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From Me To You
@ By Ernest Sharpe

INTRODUCTORY
This is by way of being a one man revolt or uprising against the modern
tendency of playwrights to treat the
American public as if it were a backward child of low mentality. Interpretative drama is fine in its place but it has
no place in my heart; I am tired of being
forced to read a mess of surrealistic
impressionism or what-ever-they-call-it.
If the writers of plays cannot write
sense, they should never write at all;
but they do and that is why “FROM ME

TO YOU” was born. It is my Christmas
present to society; I hope that the
gentle art of psuedo-fantasy, being
peddled on the markets today, will receive a mortal wound from it. But should
I be wounded in the fracas, gladly will
I die for Realism. In short this play is
a mess. Travel at your own risk.—E. S.

Sam: Truly ’tis.
Cynthia: So much sorrow, weeping, anguish,
pain.
Sam: Not to mention agony.
Cynthia: Ah, that too.
Sam: And we, we two have known our share
of suffering.
Cynthia: Yes—Yes—yes

(murmuring).

Sam: What’s that?
Cynthia: I said yes.
Sam. Oh!
Cynthia: We are the victims of a jeering, mocking destiny that must tear us ever
asunder. ’Twas ever thus.
Sam: That means we can never marry, then?

Characters—Desperate.

Cynthia: Yes, we will never marry. Simply
because I do not love you.
Sam: NorI you.

Scene—The curtain rises on New York Central

Together: Cruel fate!

A FANTASY IN ONE OVERT ACT.

Park in the winter. In the background
is seen the Empire State building and
the rest of New York’s skyline ... on

the stage itself is much snow (which
proves that it is winter) and a few
trees (the park angle) and one bench
(a park bench). As we watch tensely,

Sam: Let us each find one whom we can love!

Cynthia: Of course, then we can get married!
They do a happy little dance around
the stage, return to the center, laughing merrily, and then rush off, Cynthia

to the Left, Sam to the Right, both

a young couple enter from Left and
walk briskly toward the seat. The Girl
(Cynthia) is a bit more nimble so she

shouting ‘‘Love doth call.”

gets the dry part of the bench—the

jected. As they near the bench, Cynthia

Boy, Sam, gets what is left. With a
sinister glint in his eye, Sam hisses...

Sam: May I have this dance?
Cynthia (scornfully): No! of course not!
They rise and whirl rapidly about the

Almost immediately, they return, walking very slowly and looking most deremembers the dry part and with a
sudden dash, she recaptures the fort.

Sam seems not to mind. He doesn’t look
so good. Facing the
speak...

audience

both

stage, executing some very fine ballet

Together: No luck. Love has vanished from

numbers and ending by taking 8 steps

this mortal coil. (Cynthia cries softly—

forward, 8 backward, throwing the
arms about wildly and shouting “Hoi!”

then suddenly looking up says...

Exhausted, both slump back onto the

bench; one can tell they aren’t used to
such things. Raising her head wearily,

Cynthia speaks...
Cynthia: Ah! Life is so sad!
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Cynthia: Sam, do you remember what day

this is?
Sam: Of course, it is your birthday—how could
I forget!
Cynthia (smiling happily): No, it is Christmas.
Sam: Well, it could still be your birthday.

Cynthia: Oh, no!

I was born on December

Sam: Ah! Another cruel jab of unkind fate!

twenty-fifth.
Sam: Of course. How silly of me!

Cynthia (rising and moving over to a tree that

Cynthia: Today is the day people give other
people things.
Sam (eagerly): You mean, like the “hot-foot.”

Sam: That you are.

Cynthia: No, silly—sensible things!

Sam: I am a nice man—during the summer.

Sam: Oh, like Turkish water pipes and cello-

Cynthia (giving him a playful shove): Oh, you

phane nut-crackers!
Cynthia: Yes. So what are you going to give
me?

Sam: What do you want?

stands Left Front): Tell me, Sam, am
I so awful?

Cynthia: Oh, Sam, you’re just trying to be nice!

must have your joke!
Sam (picking himself up off the ground) : Shall
we dance?
Cynthia (excitedly) : Oh, let’s do!

Cynthia: I want to be alone.

They return to the park bench and sit

Sam: That I can give you—at a discount! (He

moodily watching each other. The
atmosphere is tense, strained, electric.
Sam glares savagely at Cynthia. She
beat him again.

leaves, singing gaily.)

Cynthia (burying her face in her hands): Ah,
my bashful lover has fled! Life is not
worth living—or leaving. I cannot live
and I will not die. What must I do!
Sam enters and hands her a gun. She
stabs herself and falls at his feet, gasping ‘Lover, Good-bye.” With a twisted

little smile on her face, Cynthia dies...
Sam (horrified) : Now I can get the dry part of |
the bench!

Sam

(sobbing): I have no home. I am an
orphan; it is so strange!

Cynthia: But you have a father and mother—

I saw them!
Sam: Yes, that is why it is so strange! (Shakes
his head sadly.)

He makes a sudden break for it but

Cynthia: Poor boy.

Cynthia beats him again. She always

Sam: It is not pity I need but money—so that I

might invent my invention.

does!
Cynthia

Cynthia (trying to make conversation): Are
you going home so soon?

(triumphantly): You thought I was
dead, didn’t you?

Sam: Oh, no. I knew the bottle marked poison

was really near-beer.

Cynthia: My father is wealthy; he will help
you. (Places two index fingers between
carmine lips and whistles shrilly).

A dignified, gray-haired old gentleman,

Cynthia: Darn, and I thought I had you fooled!

wearing top-hat, striped trousers and

(Stamps her foot) .. . turning to the
audience, suddenly .
. Were you
fooled? (Naturally enough there is no
audience).

a sport-back hunting jacket, trots up

Cynthia: Why, Sam, there is no audience!
Sam: It is positively incredible! (Thunderous
applause).
(The phenomenon is easily explained.
Cynthia is very unpopular in New York.

The

audience

leaves

whenever she

speaks and returns for Sam’s lines only.
It is done with mirrors.)

and stands at attention.

Cynthia (cheerily): Father, Sam needs some
money. How much, Sam?

Sam: Oh roughly, fourteen billions, more or
less, approximately.
Cynthia: Make it twenty billions, Father.
Producing a check-book and pen from
behind his right ear, the old gentleman nods curtly and writes out a
“Payable to Sam”’—$20,000,000,000.98.
He bows low and, turning smartly on

Sam (smugly): ’Tis but another cruel jab of
unkind fate.

his heel, trots off, well-satisfied with

Cynthia: But we still have each other.

the day’s work.
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Cynthia (yawning) : Ah, my love—alone at last!

Suddenly they rise and begin dancing,

Sam: Yes, but what is love without money!

slowly, impassionately. In the background is heard the stirring strains of

early Russian
Cynthia: We’ll manage somehow. I’ll take in
washings!
Sam: And I could deliver them!

Cynthia: Love will triumph.

growing

Sam, enraptured by the music, dance
more slowly and just as the curtain
starts to descend, Father pirouettes

Sam: It always does.

Cynthia: Some day we will know success beyond our wildest dreams.
Sam: But what is success without love!

Cynthia: True—too true—too, too true. (She
is already asleep).

across the stage, does a simple twoand-a-half somersault, following up with
a more difficult triple back-flip—nholding a chair between his teeth. The curtain comes down, the lights go up and

our play is no more. Now you really
have something to celebrate.

OUT OF THE WRECK
Out of the wreck of blasted hopes,
Comes courage bold but wise;
Out of the wreck of errors made
Comes strength in newer guise.

Out of the wreck of ignorance—
And failure to understand,
Comes knowledge later on in years,
A staff within the hand.

Out of the wreck of sad experience,
Men sadder but wiser grow;
Out of the wreck of thoughtlessness,
Beams patience’ steady glow.
Out of the wreck of sufferings borne,

Men’s hearts are stronger made;
Out of the wreck of chastening woe,
Let heaven, let heaven aid.

—MARTHA JEAN WELHENER.
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folk-songs,

louder and louder, until the frenzied
music fills the whole theatre. When
the dance is at its height, a sudden
crash of thunder is heard, lightning
flashes across the stage and the rain
beats down in torrents. Cynthia and

Up In A Cloud
@ By Margaret Jergens

Read this and learn how to do your
Christmas shopping.

W exe I to write a Christmas letter to my
pen-pal in Swansea, England, it would

probably be written similar to this:
Dearest Rosamund,
When I think of Christmas these memorable
lines come to my head—
Christmas comes but once a year,

But when it does it’s packed with cheer.
Did I say memorable? Well, they are to me
because they are a product of my own pen. I
do not know whether or not they contain poetic
rhythm, meter, or song, but I do know that they
are full of meaning, not only for myself but for
the rest of the members of the family. It seems
that at this time of the year the days hold so
much more activity and real honest-to-goodness
fun.
Mother and Daddy begin early to plan just
what they intend to give everyone of us eight
children. Usually they dismiss the problem of
us three older girls by giving us a definite sum
of good American dollars and telling us to buy
exactly what we want the most. You would be
surprised at the list of objects that accumulate

is not to be had even at a big league baseball
game. Mother never spends half as much time
any other month in baking the favorite Christ-

mas cookies of each member of the family. The
variety of cookies usually reaches six while
the total number of cookies goes well above a
thousand. These delectables naturally form a
part of the hospitality tendered the visitors of
these gala holidays. And speaking of cookies
reminds me of the candies. Like most average
citizens, I have a sweet tooth but I must be
constantly checking myself because I dare not
forget to remember my caloric intake. Such
things are so likely to slip my mind,—not saying anything about the hundred and one other
things daily slipping from this poor excuse for
a mind.
Christmas shopping for myself is not very

extensive because being a “pore woiking gal’
along with going to school doesn’t help my
financial status any. In fact it rather hinders it.
I think you understand, being so lately from
college yourself. Therefore, I am limiting myself to sending cards. This in itself is a rather
pleasant task, although I must be careful to
send the right cards to (the) certain persons.
The number of cards, as the gifts, mounts to incalculable figures. It seems economy is just not

one of my virtues. I have such a big heart.
Ahem.

on my list, everything from bedroom slippers

All the girls here at the University, and men

to “handkies.’”’ And the other children, well
Mother says it becomes more difficult each year

I suppose too, are just brimming with Christmas
vacation plans, as usual. I do not suppose that

to satisfy all their desires.

my Christmas season activities could “hold a

With the smaller children comes an additional problem. That is, to pretend the frequent

candle” to those of my fellow-students because
mine are so simple but wholesome, whereas
theirs are probably more elaborate. But who
cares? We all enjoy our good times in our own

shopping tours are really visits to the jolly old

soul, Santa Claus. You should be here to witness

particular ways and everyone’s “happy about

the real life dramas of deception. My ’tis terrible

the whole thing.”’

’tis. Deception of course, doesn’t stop here. The
bureau drawers and closets also become very
mysteriously locked. Affairs like these do not

Gosh, just look at me prattling away without
even taking notice of the space limit of this

happen during other seasons. Such excitement

sheet of paper so that I shall have to stop soon.
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But before I do—may I ask—will you please
write soon and tell me more about your new

teaching position and please do not forget to
write about your Christmas vacation in “merrie
olde England.”

After writing such a letter I would address
the envelope; place the letter inside without
reading it because I do not desire to see again
all the inane things I had written; moisten

the flap; stick on a Christmas seal; place the
usual five-cents postage stamps on the proper
corner of the envelope; and then put the letter

With oceans of love,

PEGGY,
Your American pen-pal.

with my school books hoping that I would not
forget to mail it in the morning. Ho-hum, another letter written. So to bed.

THE PATH
The path that leads to God is steep,
But the happy end is near;
So I trust that if I keep
A faithful heart, I will not fear.

A little more to watch and pray,
And drag my feet across the sod,
It is not such a dreary way,

Seeing that it leads to God!

—AMBROSE NAKAO.

2

LL MISSTHISGRANDOLDTOWN,
‘
CHUBBINS. | WISH WE’DLIVED HERE WHEN
IT WASTHEPORT OFCLIPPER
SHIPS-----

WHAT | WANT IN A PIPE
TOBACCO IS JUST WHAT | GET
IN PRINCE ALBERT——A COOL,
MELLOW SMOKE FULLOF RIPE,
RICH TASTE BUT NO BITE

FROMMY
SHIP1STHEONLYTHING
LEFT
NOW,BESIDES
THISPIPEOFHIS

P. A. MONEY-BACK OFFER. Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t find it the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the

pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at

THE NATIONAL

any time within a month from this date, and we will
refund full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed)

JOY SMOKE

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,Winston-Salem, N.C.
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Se
pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

>

POTPOURRI
A CHRISTMAS CONTRAST
Henry’s heart was full and warm and happy,
though to see him hurrying along the street one

would hardly think so. He leaned forward,
with his bodya little twisted away from the
wind, clasping a small bundle in his arms as if

it could give him a little warmth. His face was
red with cold, the wind stung his cheeks, and
the air hurt his lungs when he breathed deeply.

Henry’s body was cold and tired, but his
heart was full. For he was hurrying home—
home where Martha and the children were
waiting for him, where he could find warmth

business anyhow, this exchanging gifts; he had

more important things on his mind. The steel
market had fallen lately, and it worried him.
Things at the office were in a mess, and his
greatest competitor was getting the best of him.
And then there was his trouble with Ada. Had
she been serious when she threatened to divorce
him?
Michael walked to the window and stood
looking into the night for a moment. In turning
away, he paused as a figure moved into the arc
of light under the street lamp. It was a man who
leaned forward as he hurried along, his body

and rest, peace and love. Tonight was Christ-

a little twisted away from the wind, his arms
hugging a small bundle. Michael felt a slight

mas eve, when he and Martha would secretly

twinge of pity that was almost free from con-

trim the little tree and place the presents beneath it before they went to bed. Henry smiled.
How happy the children would be in the morning! He and Martha had agreed not to exchange

tempt. “Poor devil... ”
—JEANNE McLAUGHLIN

gifts this Christmas so that the children could

have a few more, but Henry’s smile widened
as he thought of the package in his arms—his
package, for Martha. He had walked to and
from work and gone without lunch for two

weeks to buy it, knowing he would be repaid
tenfold when Martha smiled at him as she
opened the bundle.
Henry’s full heart overflowed in a wave of

happiness as he looked up to the stars and
whispered, ‘Thank you, Sweet Babe of Bethlehem!”
*

ae

TOMORROW—ARE YOU
PLANNING FOR IT?
Just when does tomorrow come? Have you
ever wondered about it? For some, tomorrow
may mean the coming span of twenty-four
hours. For others, it may mean the coming
week or the coming month. To most of us, it is
simply a means of expressing futurity of time.
And just how are you going to use this
tomorrow?

&

Michael yawned, slammed down his maga-

Are you going to spend its time doing tasks

zine, and looked at his watch. What was the

which should have been done today? Or are

matter with that fool of a cook—didn’t she

you going to enter into it with the knowledge

know he wanted his dinner at six? He won-

that today’s account is settled and balanced and
that you have before you new tasks to be done
for the following tomorrows?

dered whether Ada would be satisfied this
Christmas. Last year, he recalled, she hadn’t
liked what he gave her. Funny, he couldn’t

remember now just what it had been. Oh, well,
if it doesn’t suit her this year she can get something else—what did he care? it was a dull

Are you going to spend today laying up
stores of wisdom, culture, and knowledge, so
that tomorrow will be greatly enriched, other
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than in a material way?
And, considering this material point of view,isn’t it wise to consider the phrase “a rainy
day”? in more than a joking fashion and set
aside today’s small sum for tomorrow’s un-

where praise is due and justly deserved. Therefore, finally reaching rock-bottom, I have ar-

rived at the definite reason for bringing up this
topic of football. Pride of the right sort! This
pride is the same as that also held by the other

citizens from the part of the city of which I

expected hardships?

speak, namely, North Dayton.
Some wiseacres believe that ‘tomorrow never
comes” but it does, so give it due consideration.
Plan today for tomorrow.

—LENA ADAMS.

Some very good and valuable football material has come from there and I think it is time

that an expression of that pride is put in words,
not only to show these youths that their worth
to the Flyer team has been realized but also

PEP POSTERS AND RALLIES
The “spirit committee’? members have been
doing a good job. They have kept us aware of
U. D. events. Pep posters around the school do
almost as much to put pep into the student
body as do the pep rallies. A rally is generally
over in half an hour, but to keep us from
forgetting the entire purpose of the meeting,
the posters come to the rescue. They are hung

that it has been appreciated. Could pride be
better justified
?

,

in the most conspicuous places, and do much to
restore this jubilant feeling. Who can pass one
of these striking posters without looking at it?

Color and design attract our attention.
These two factors, pep rallies and posters,
do more to instill into the student body the pep
that is needed to support our team properly
than do any other factors in the school. Neither,
however, can function in itself properly without
the other. The rally must first get this pep
feeling rolling, but it will soon be forgotten if
these posters are not ready to keep this feeling
high. Then the other way around, the posters

could not do their part if there were no rallies
in the lead. To pep leaders and to poster artists,

we extend congratulations and thanks.
—ED REAGAN.

Among the names of the football roster appeared such familiar cognomens as Zotkiewicz,
Chmiel, Furst, and Petkiewicz. I hope they do
not object to my praising them. Because they
have exerted energy athletically in serving the
University why should I not spenda little in

commendation of them. Since this sketch is not
meant for biographical purposes but merely
as recognition of service by certain young men,
I shall not delve into details concerning their

individual athletic activities. The sports annals
can better relate such prowess. These records
show that outstanding among the individuals

are Joe Zotkiewicz and Tony Furst. The other
two

men

were,

however,

valuable in their

positions.
“Zotkie” who graduated with the class of
1938, as did Petkiewicz, was not only a key

man on the Flyer backfield but he was also an
important athlete in basketball, baseball, and
golf. In golf he is quite a proficient gentleman,

being three times Ohio’s collegiate champion,
and last summer the victor in Dayton’s first
Gem City Open. This description I think justifies any pride a person may have in a fellowcitizen. As for Tony Furst, he differs somewhat

HEROES OF THE TURF

from Joe in that he makes football his only
competitive sport. I hope this is not an erroneous statement; if so I am open to correction.

Perhaps it is already a known fact that I

However, Tony is a first-rate tackle on the

-am not one to indulge in any oh-you-wonderfulhe-man tactics, therefore I shall attempt to explain my purpose in writing this ‘magnus

Flyer line, having served two seasons and is

opus.” Flattery is false praise, consequently
that aim is promptly eliminated, having pride
(of the right sort) as the main motive.

football officialdom when he participated in
the annual Pansy Bow] classic as the off-campus

Among the principles governing my actions is
the firm conviction that praise should be given
Page twenty

anticipating his third, as is Chmiel also. Recently Tony extended his achievements into

students’ ruling representative.
a special pride in Tony because
of the same parish as I and
alumnus of the same parochial

Perhaps I have
he is a member
he is also an
school.

Usually as the flunky enters the lab, with one

After perusing this sketch, I hope that you,
my readers (if any), will not consider me as a

hand on the door knob and the other in his

pragmatic boor who would have done better

pocket, he suffers violent heart-attacks, but

had she completely ignored the impulse to

continues stealthily to play a dissonant octave

on the door hinges. Then he creeps four steps

write this piece.

—MARGARET JERGENS.

FLUNKY’S LABYRINTH
“The camel’s hump is an ugly lump
Which well we may see at the zoo,
But uglier yet is the hump we get

to the first platform, looks over the room, and
slumps dejectedly into a one-armed chair.
The experiment tables sag like Aunt Esther’s
banana cakes. A spongy cone of burned sugar
dribbles over the edge of a cracked watch
glass. Gelatinous precipitates ooze through

punctured filter papers and on to three lipless
test tubes that are streaked with charcoal and

Freshmen do have philosophies of life. Per-

still puffing an undetermined gas. A delicate
thistle-tube corsetted in a two-holed stopper
dangles its flecked bulb over an exhausted
bunsen burner. Red and blue litmus paper lit-

haps most of them run along in the spirit of the
jingle just quoted.

ters the top and sides of the tables like confetti at a masquerade.

From having too little to do.”

But to avoid any misinterpretation or vitriolic

slurs on the part of this erudite section of the
student body—this is no sophomoretalking !—
the “having too little to do” refers, in their
minds, to the faculty. Or rather to those slaves
of science who are a true consolation to the
chemistry professor’s heart. I refer, of course,
to the laboratory assistant, more familiarly

known as the chemistry flunky. Despite the fact
that this title of honor unhappily suggests a
student who fails to obtain the hale-and-hearty
seventy per cent in Religion, algebra, or Public
Speaking, the flunky is an ambitious student
bearing the responsibility of running the mate-

rial end of the lab with little or no real
authority.
Because he cannot walk up to a_ burly
R.O.T.C. cadet and give him a bit of more or
less prayerful advice, he becomes a martyr to
his cause. In fact, every freshman chemist has
at least one ideal: to test the tensile powers of
a flunky’s nerves. He feels that a laboratory
period is useless if the next morning is not one
of frantic exasperation on the part of the

The poor flunky sighs and blinks and wishes
it were a masquerade. But the sight of further
wreckage is no balm to his heart. A faded blue

experiment book hangs its two cauliflower ears
over the edge of the table and exposes its
shreaded back to the ultra-violet rays of an
anemic sunbeam. Fourteen reagent bottles form

a palisade around a little puddle of mercury.
The black lecture stand, frantically trying to
storm it, is caught by one toe at the corner of
the sink. A split in the side of a smoked
evaporating dish drips sulfric acid into the

matches in the right top drawer.
With five minutes to the first class the flunky
unleashes himself from his chair, snatches two

glass spatulas in his right hand, jams his ring
finger down the mouth of a flask, and barges
towards the storeroom. He flings open the door

and lets it crash against the wall...
O horror, horror, horror! tongue nor heart
cannot conceive nor name thee. Confusion now
hath made his masterpiece. Most sacrilegious
murder hath broke ope my prided storeroom
and made it a complete mess.

flunky. Most of the time his efforts spell success with capital letters.

—MARTIN VAN UITHOVEN.
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Book Reviews
POPE PIUS XI
By Philip Hughes
Sneed and Ward

Pope Pius XI—Ambrose Damian Achilles
Ratti—was born of plain, honest peasant par-

with significance. “ ... that it may go out, a
pledge of that peace for which humanity is
longing, not only to Rome and to Italy, but to

the whole Church and the entire world,” he
said.

he surprised no one when in 1867 he entered

True to a long established tradition, Pius XI
made public his general aims in his initial
encyclical letter, Ubi Arcano Dei, of December 23, 1922. ““Not to know this lengthy docu-

the preparatory seminary of St. Peter Martyr.
Gravity and practical judgment and quite unusual gifts of memory and intellect distinguished him from the start. The Archbishop of

Regno Christi’ gives us its key-note. In it we

ents on May 31, 1857, in the little town of
Desio, ten miles north of Milan. Early showing
an inclination towards the service of the Church,

Milan was wont to refer to him as “my youthful sage.’”’ Indeed, here was the kernel of the
untiring initiative, the courageous readiness
of experiment, the immense activity, and the
vigorous personal action that were to characterize the whole life of the Church throughout

his Pontificate.
Though Achilles was born a subject of Austria, by the time he came to Rome to be ordained, in 1879, and to begin his post-graduate
studies, the unification of Italy was a settled
thing and the Roman Question was fixed as it
was to remain for the next thirty years. The
period leading up to the Accession, Father
Hughes lays open with all-embracing brevity
and gentle attractiveness of style. As scholar,
librarian, writer, spiritual director, and mountain climber, the future Pope’s life moved on

busily but quietly enough, until Benedict XV

ment,” insists Father Hughes, “is to be ignorant of the goal towards which Pius XI has
steadfastly set his face.” “Regnum Christi in
are told that every Catholic must play his part
in bringing the reign of Christ back to the
world. This is the Program . . . Quas Primas of
1925 made clear what the Pope means by
Catholic Action. And this is the Instrument for

carrying out the Program.
Month by
to speak to
benefit, one
day he has
touches the

month His Holiness has continued
the world, to think aloud for its
may say, and down to this present
“displayed an interest in all that
life of every one of his children.’’

By a series of Concordats, specially directed
Encyclicals, and profound fatherly counsel, by

the perfecting of our work in missionary lands,
and by the pointing of the way towards the
re-establishment of the social order, he has
tirelessly striven towards unification within
and without the Church.

sent him to Poland as Visitor Apostolic. After

Truly inspiring—not to say eye-opening— is
Father Hughes’ panorama of His Holiness’

the settling of the major problems in that coun-

public actions and papal pronouncements and

try and his half year episcopate as Cardinal

of his embracing personality and profoundness
of vision. After reading this remarkable book,
we shall surely agree with its author that “we
run little risk in suggesting that the verdict of

Archbishop of Milan, Don Achilles Ratti was
elected to the Papacy, February 6, 1922. From

the very moment of his election he grasped the
tremendousness of the task before him. Nor
was he slow to take the aggressive. The giving

of his first blessing from a balcony outside of
St. Peter’s, instead of from the throne inside,
as had been the custom since 1870, overflowed
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history will place Pius XI among the very
greatest of his predecessors, the peer of those
whom he has himself styled ‘the glorious popes
of the Counter-Reformation’.”
—JAMES M. DARBY.

AT THE MORNING RISING

“WITH MALICE TOWARD SOME”

By Sigrid Van Sweringen

By Margaret Halsey

Benziger

Simon and Schuster

This novel is the story of the early life of
Elizabeth Seton, foundress of the Daughters of
Charity in the United States. Its theme is love
for God and man.

While this story is both of the body and
soul, it is difficult to separate these two elements for analysis. This body reacted so much

on the soul and the soul so much on the body
that it is hard to see how the story of the body
could have any meaning without the story of

the soul.
The soul of Elizabeth is precocious, simple,
generous, and loving. From her cradle days

she startles all by her naivete. Some love it,
others are jealous of it. Elizabeth in her simple
outlook on life sees all in God and God in all.
Her whole striving is to do His will in everything. She gives God everything, always. She
loves everyone and everything because God

loves them.
Elizabeth was a beautiful girl not only in-

“With Malice Toward Some” is a record of
six months spent in England, brilliantly writ-

ten, uproariously funny, and sparkling with
wit. The proper way to enjoy this amusing
book is to read it about a half hour at a time
after the family dinner, stopping when one has
grown sick with laughter. The book evidently

started as a group of letters home to an American family from a daughter whose husband
as a professor went for a year of academic

study to an English college.
Part of the interest and informality of the

book comes from its quality of being a personal
diary of the writer, and it is the real things
and actual situations in life such as presented
in this book that hold our interest in a book.
There is little logical sequence but a coherent
setting down of each day’s doings. On May
31st the professor and his wife sailed for England and took a house in England neara college where he was to teach. The English houses
are built in accordance with the British notion

that a family of less than twelve children is
hardly a family. The book tells of a month’s

teriorly but exteriorly also. When she was
eighteen she had all the young men of the town
at her feet. But no matter how many loved her,

vacation in London, a trip to Norway and
Sweden, the return from England, and the

she knew that she loved only one well enough

It also tells of the shopping experiences of the

to become his wife. She had met him when she
was fourteen and now she waited for him to
return. How she captured the love of this man

and how they fere finally united is a romance
at once pure and warm.
The other characters are well drawn: the
jealous and vain stepmother, the religious and

understanding father, the helpful cousin, and
good old Mrs. Fogarty, the Catholic. To portray
these characters and to tell his tale, the

author uses a modern clipped style with
smoothness and grace. This novel may be
classed as psychologically picaresque as it deals
with the events which influence the soul of one

character and treats them chronologically.
If you can understand simplicity, if you can
admire beauty, if you can appreciate true love,

you will enjoy this book. And what is more
you will want to becomealittle more like the
soul the author portrays.
—JOSEPH SCHMIDT.

work at the college, with a short trip to France.
author and contrasts English wearing apparel
with our own. The incidents which occur in the

shopping trip are laugh-provoking. The author
contrasts English dress, manners, parks, and
cities in a very humorous way with those of

New York. The humorous happenings while on
a trip through Norway and Sweden provoke
volleys of laughter and side-splitting entertainment to the reader.

“In England,” says the author, ‘“‘the people
judge people not by how much money they
have as do Americans, but by how much
higher education they have been able to afford.” The author closes the book with the
observation that men and women who work

with their hands are far more agreeable than
the middle class. This is just a mere idea of
the crazy, uproarious and amusing and plaus-

ible incidents recorded. Anyone who cannot
read this book without losing any glumness

certainly has no sense of humor.
—ROY A. GOSS.
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CAMPUS FAVORITES
From Coast to Coast
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BAYNHAM’S
MAIN AT FIRST

THE

WAGNER

The Drink of Good Fellowship ...
Good Health . . . Good Cheer....
DRAUGHT — BOTTLED
9

PRINTING
Co.

We give you the same MELLOW,
RICH, SMOOTH, FULL-BODIED, PURE

Olt
S

BARLEY MALT-HOPPED BEER that

Superba

found favor with the experts in the days
gone by.
Brewed by modern methods, properly
and fully aged, giving OLT’S SUPERBA
BEER an even better tang and zest.

B eer

THE FAVORITE BEER OF DAYTON

Healthful

Made in Dayton
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Refreshing

?

OLT BROS. BREWING CO.
20-22 N. McGee St.
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Dayton, Ohio
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Opticians

“The Best In Eats”

Headquarters for

FINE PIPES and TOBACCO

117 South Ludlow
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25 N. Main St.
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Sandwich
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PabstBlue‘Ribbon Beer
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Turtle Soup Our Specialty
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PRICE
COMFORT
STYLE

JOHN B.

RODERER
SHOE STORE
807 Brown Street
Corner Hickory

This Nameplate
Means More Value

For Your Money!
in Refrigerators
Electric Ranges

VACATION PLANS
DEFINITE BY LONG
DISTANCE TELEPHONE

Commercial
Refrigeration
Equipment
Water Coolers
Ice Cream Cabinets
Air Conditioning
Products of

GENERAL MOTORS
IN DAYTON

@ When your vacation plans include a girl
back home, make definite arrangements
with her by long distance telephone. You
get your answer immediately and it’s such
a pleasant and stimulating way to manage

things. It costs little, especially at the low
night and Sunday rate. You can phone—
112 miles for 35c

260 miles for 65c

180 miles for 50c

300 miles for 70c

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10
Fidelity Building
Dayton, Ohio

THE OHIO

BELL TELEPHONE

COMPANY

de

(Station-to-Station rates for 3 minutes)

...and to everybody

more smoking pleasure
Chesterfield Cigarettes in their
attractive Christmas cartons
appeal to everyone. Their
refreshing mildness and better
taste give smokers everywhere
more pleasure.

Copyright 1938, LiGGerT & MYERS ToBACco Co.

